The total spacetime manifold for a Schwarzschild black hole (BH) is believed to be described by the Kruskal coordinates and , where r and t are the conventional Schwarzschild radial and time coordinates respectively. The relationship between r and t for a test particle moving along a radial or non-radial geodesic is well known. Similarly, the expression for the vacuum Schwarzschild derivative for a geodesic, in terms of the constants of motion, is well known. However, the same is not true for the Kruskal coordinates; and, we derive here the expression for the Kruskal derivative for a radial geodesic in terms of the constants of motion. In particular, it is seen that the value of
Introduction
It is known for more than 90 years that the region exterior to a point mass or the event horizon ( ) of a Schwarzschild Black Hole (BH) can be described by the vacuum Schwarzschild metric [ indicates invariant/scalar area of symmetric 2-surfaces. Clearly, then, by definition, the point mass having is at , and hence, the scalar r should continue to be a space-like coordinate even for . The coordinate time t too has a physical significance as the proper time of a distant inertial observer . At , rr = 0 r r  S  g blows up and as , the tt < 2 r m g and rr g suddenly exchange their signatures and the metric acquires a signature 1, 1, 1, 1     . Such an inversion of signature appears to be unphysical because (1) by, definition, r is spacelike and (2) The detail dynamics of a for a ne -7] . Yet, in "test particle" in the vacuum external spacetime is well known for a very long time and discussion on it is contained in practically every text book or monograpgh on classical General Theory of Relativity (GTR) [1, 2] . One of the key aspects for studying the kinematics of a test particle is the knowledge about the relevant derivative of the spatial coordinate with the temporal one. (2) by initial definition oint mass re-= 0 r and not at = 0 t . On the r hand, it has c tures , the p sides at th the exterior and the interior regions of a BH may be described by a one-piece coordinate system suggested by Kruskal and Szekeres [8, 9] . In this case too, the nomenclatures of r and t remain unchanged for < 2 r m unlike what is done b some authors in a desperat to uphold the BH paradigm. Though, in the intervening 42 years hundreds of articles have been written on Kruskal coordinates, and most of the treatises on GTR too regularly deliberate upon the original work of Kruskal and Szekers, the fact remains that sufficient effort has not been made to study the kinematics of a test particle in terms of the Kruskal coordinates so that one could have a better insight and appreciation of the kinematics inside the EH. Accordingly, here, we would derive the expressions for the Kruskal 
Here the plus sign corresponds to "our universe" while th r e negative sign corresponds to the "other universe" [1, 2] . The "other universe" is a legitimate mathematical solution of the Schwarzschild problem irrespective of its observational reality (under the assumption > 0 m ), and is a time reversed mirror image of "our universe".
And
In terms of u and v, the metric for the entire spacetime is     
The metric coefficients are regular everywhere (under th ng zschild For n a radial geodesic, the angular moe assumption > 0 m ) except at the intrinsic singularity = 0 r . Since afte e Kruskal coordinates are defined usi r and t, for a proper understanding of the Kruskal dynamics, it is necessary to recall the inter-relationship between the Kruskal and Schwarzschild coordinates for a radial geodesic.
Inter Relation between Schwar rall th
Coordinates a test particle o mentum is zero, and there is only one conserved quantity, the energy of the particle (per unit rest mass), E, as measured by a distant inertial observer:
where s is the proper time. For a massless particle like a photon, we have = E  , otherwise E is finite. For a radial geodesic, the m n of the particle is determined by (see Chandrasekhar, p. 98) [10] otio  
where
so that Here note that if the particle is released from rest ( d d = 0 r s ) at = i r r at = 0 t , from Equation (8), it is seen that [10]   
The above Equation may also be written without introducing 
We find from Equations (16) and (17) 
and, let, in the vicinity of the EH,
Then, in the vicinity of the E ning terms first order in  , we can rewrite Equation (17) as 
In terms of E, we have 
